
some details. Various growth laws for scales and the factors

affecting tho oxidation kinetics are discussed. The oxidation

of alloys follows the same general principles except that

the reactions are much more complex because of the additional

metal components. The effects of alloying on the kinetics of

oxidation are treated briefly.

COMPARISON OF HIGH TEMPERATURE CORROSION BEHAVIOUR OF

FERRITIC AND AUSTENITIC STEELS IN DIFFERENT

ENERGY TRANSPORT MEDIA

S. Leistikow

Kernforschungszentrurn Karlsruhe

Karlsruhe, t\R. Germany

At high temperature the application of steels is mainly

limited by their mechanical properties and corrosion resistance

against the frequently corrosive nuclear reactor environments.

As environments applied in power reactor technology, gases

like helium, carbon dioxide, and steam, but also liquid

sodium, are being considered here in respect to their corrosive

action against various kinds of ferritic and austenitic steels.

Mostly the corrosion can cause losses of load bearing

wall thickness and of important bulk properties. Concerning

the special kind of interactions, it will be shown that,

dependent on oxidation potential and duration of exposure at

high temperatures, the following oxidation phenomena can be

observed in slightly impure

(i)Helium

Intergranular attack with or without (selectively

composed) surface layer formation

(ii)Carbon dioxide/steam

Oxide surface scale formation of all main al loy components

(iii)Liquid sodium

General metal dissolution and mass transfer, going along



with surface and grain boundary attack of special alloy

components.

Also, carburization and decarburization can occur. By

gravimetry and metallography an overall picture of the steel

corrosion kinetics can be developed.

Additions of alloying elements to the steels, surface

treatments and protective coatings, and also conditioning/

cleaning of gases and sodium are applied as active measures

of corrosion protection. Their influences will be discussed.

Finally, for engineering purposes the temperature

limitations are given for the steels with respect to strength

and corrosion resistance against different aggressive environ-

me n t s .

CORROSION OF ZIRCONIUM AND ZIRCONIOUM ALLOYS

M. Zafarullah

Pakistan Institute of Nuclear Science & Technology

P.O.Nilore, Rawalpindi, Pakistan

The corrosion behaviour oL commercially available

zirconium and the effect of impurities such as carbon, nitrogen,

oxygen etc., on its performance has been discussed. Corrosion

properties of a large number of binary alloys of zirconium

have been reviewed. More complex alloys of zirconium, i.e.

zircaloy-2, zircaloy-4, etc., have been discussed in detail.

The corrosion characteristics of the Ozhennite series and

the high strength zirconium alloys have been reviewed briefly.

Kinetics of the corrosion reactions of zirconium and

its alloys alongwith the "Breakaway" phenomenon have been

discussed. The effect of hydrogen on the enhancement of

corrosion reactions has also been reviewed.
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